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MANDATORY
•

This system manual provides an overview of the MotoSight 2D
Vision system. It gives general information about the system, a
description of its major components, and the procedures for
installation, system operation, and preventive and repair
maintenance. Be sure to read and understand this manual
thoroughly before installing and operating the MotoSight 2D Vision
system.

•

General items related to safety are listed in Section 2 of the Robot
Controller Manual. To ensure correct and safe operation, carefully
read the Robot Controller Manual before reading this manual.

CAUTION
•

Some drawings in this manual are shown with the protective covers
or shields removed for clarity. Be sure that all covers and shields
are replaced before operating this product.

•

The drawings and photos in this manual are representative
examples, and differences may exist between them and the
delivered product.

•

YASKAWA may modify this model without notice when necessary
due to product improvements, modifications, or changes in
specifications.

•

If such a modification is made, the manual number will also be
revised.

•

If your copy of the manual is damaged or lost, contact a YASKAWA
representative to order a new copy. The representatives are listed
on the back cover. Be sure to tell the representative the manual
number listed on the front cover.

•

YASKAWA is not responsible for incidents arising from unauthorized
modification of its products. Unauthorized modification voids your
product's warranty.
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Notes for Safe Operation
Read this manual carefully before installation, operation, maintenance, or
inspection of the Motoman MotoSight 2D Vision system.
In this manual, the Notes for Safe Operation are classified as “WARNING,”
“CAUTION,” “MANDATORY,” or “PROHIBITED.”
Indicates a potentially hazardous
situation which, if not avoided, could
result in death or serious injury to
personnel.

WARNING

Indicates a potentially hazardous
situation which, if not avoided, could
result in minor or moderate injury to
personnel and damage to equipment.
It may also be used to alert against
unsafe practices.

CAUTION

MANDATORY

Always be sure to follow explicitly the
items listed under this heading.

Must never be performed

PROHIBITED
Even items described as “CAUTION” may result in a serious accident in
some situations. At any rate, be sure to follow these important items.

NOTE

To ensure safe and efficient operation at all times, be sure to
follow all instructions, even if not designated as "CAUTION"
and "WARNING."

CAUTION
•

Perform the following inspection procedures prior to conducting
manipulator teaching. If problems are found, repair them
immediately and be sure that all other necessary processing has
been performed.
– Check for problems in manipulator movement.
– Check for damage to insulation and sheathing of external wires.

•

Always return the Programming Pendant to the hook on the cabinet
of the controller after use.

•

The Programming Pendant can be damaged if it is left in the
manipulator's work area, on the floor, or near fixtures.

•

Read and understand the Explanation of Warning Labels in the
Controller Manual before operating the MotoSight 2D Vision
system.
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WARNING
•

Before operating the manipulator, check that servo power is OFF by
pressing the EMERGENCY STOP buttons on the operator station
or Programming Pendant (refer to Figure Fig. :). When servo power
is turned OFF, the SERVO ON LED on the Programming Pendant is
turned OFF.

Injury or damage to machinery may result if the Emergency Stop circuit
cannot stop the manipulator during an emergency. The manipulator
should not be used if the EMERGENCY STOP buttons do not function.
Fig. : EMERGENCY STOP Button

•

Release the EMERGENCY STOP button (refer to Figure Fig. :).
Once this button is released, clear the cell of all items which could
interfere with the operation of the manipulator. Then turn servo
power ON.

Injury may result from unintentional or unexpected manipulator motion.
Fig. : Release of EMERGENCY STOP Button
TURN

•

Observe the following precautions when performing teaching
operations within the P-point maximum envelope of the
manipulator:
– View the manipulator from the front whenever possible.
– Always follow the predetermined operating procedure.
– Ensure there is a safe place to retreat to in case of emergency.

Improper or unintended manipulator operation may result in injury.
•

Confirm that no person is present in the P-point maximum envelope
of the manipulator and that you are in a safe location before:
– Turning on the power for the controller.
– Moving the manipulator with the Programming Pendant.
– Running the system in the check mode.
– Performing automatic operations.

Injury may result if anyone enters the P-point maximum envelope of the
manipulator during operation. Always press an EMERGENCY STOP
button immediately if there is a problem.
The EMERGENCY STOP buttons are located on the operator station
and on the Programming Pendant.
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Definition of Terms Used Often in This Manual
The MOTOMAN manipulator is the YASKAWA industrial robot product.
The manipulator usually consists of the controller, the Programming
Pendant, and supply cables.
In this manual, the equipment is designated as follows:

DX100 Controller
Equipment

Manual Designation

DX100 controller

DX100

DX100 Programming Pendant

Programming Pendant

Cable between the manipulator and the
controller

Manipulator cable

Menu

The menus displayed on screen are
denoted with { }. ex. {TOOL}.

Button

The buttons, check boxes, radio
buttons displayed on screen are
denoted with [ ].
ex. [Close]; [Sync] check box; [Fast]
radio button.

FS100 Controller
Equipment

Manual Designation

FS100 controller

FS100

FS100 Programming Pendant

Programming Pendant

Cable between the manipulator and the
controller

Manipulator cable

FS100 programming pendant bypass
connector

Programming pendant bypass
connector

Menu

The menus displayed on screen are
denoted with { }. ex. {TOOL}.

Button

The buttons, check boxes, radio
buttons displayed on screen are
denoted with [ ].
ex. [Close]; [Sync] check box; [Fast]
radio button.

Description of the Operation Procedure
In the explanation of the operation procedure, the expression "Select • • • "
means the following operations:
• To move the cursor to the object item and left-click on it with the mouse.
• To pick out the object item by the tab key and press the [Enter] key.
(In case of selecting a menu, use arrow keys instead of the tab key to pick
out the object item, then press the [Enter] key.)

Registered Trademark
In this manual, names of companies, corporations, or products are
trademarks, registered trademarks, or brand names for each company or
corporation. The indications of (R) and TM are omitted.
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Explanation of Warning Labels
The following warning labels are attached to the manipulator (refer to
Figure Fig. :). Always follow the warnings on the labels.
Also, an identification label with important information is placed on the
body of the manipulator. Prior to operating the manipulator, confirm the
contents.
Fig. : Warning Labels Location

WARNING Label A

WARNING Label B

Nameplate

Nameplate:

WARNING Label A:

WARNING

MOTOMAN
TYPE
kg

kg
ORDER NO.

Moving parts
may cause
injury

MASS

PAYLOAD

DATE

SERIAL NO.
YASKAWA ELECTRIC CORPORATION JAPAN

WARNING Label B:

WARNING
Do not enter
robot
work area.
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Introduction
MotoSight™ 2D EasyBuilder Edition® is part of the Yaskawa family of
standardized solutions. It is a fully integrated hardware/software 2D vision
solution, supported by Yaskawa. MotoSight™ 2D enables the robot
controller to communicate with a vendor-supplied Cognex In-Sight sensor
device.
Included with MotoSight™ 2D is a pendant application that is used to
assign supported Cognex EasyBuilder® vision tool results directly to robot
variables for use in robot programs. Image captures as well as vision tool
graphics appear directly on the programming pendant display screen.
Using the pendant application, EasyBuilder® vision tool settings can also
be modified directly from the programming pendant.
Fig. 1-1: MotoSight™ 2D EasyBuilder Edition®
MOTOMAN® ROBOT
CONTROLLER
NX100/
TYPE

ERCR-

POWER!SUPPLY

480V

50/60Hz

3PHASE

INTERRUPT!CURRENT

kVA
kA

SERIAL!No.
DATE

MADE!IN!JAPAN

NJ2533-1

NJ1530

WARNING:
DISCONNECT AND LOCKOUT
MAIN POWER BEFORE
SERVICING

PENDANT
PENDANT
CONNECTION
(CN-105)

PCU
CN-105
CN-104

ETHERNET
CONNECTION
(CN-104)

ETHERNET
HUB
POE

(EuroFast
Cable)

USER SUPPLIED
COMPUTER
(Ethernet Cable)
Note: PC can be
removed after setup.

COGNEX CAMERA
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System Requirements
MotoSight™ 2D only works with specific software versions. If you have
questions regarding your system versions, contact Yaskawa Customer
Support (see Section 1.4). System requirements are shown below:
Table 1-1: DX100 System Requirements
Function

Details

Robot Controller

DX100 (version 1.5x or higher)

Controller Software

DS1.XX.00A(JP/US)-14 (MotoPlus enabled)

DX100 Pendant

64 MB Pendant

Compact Flash
memory card (ATA
Flash)

64 MB (or larger)
"CFI-***MBA" made by HAGIWARA sys-com.
"SDCFBI-**-****" made by SUN DISK.

Vision Device

Cognex In-Sight Camera (version 4.5 and higher)

MotoSight version

4.5.0 or higher

Table 1-2: FS100 System Requirements

1.2

Function

Details

Robot Controller

FS100

Controller Software

Any that works with FS100 controller

FX100 Pendant

64 MB Pendant (or larger)

Compact Flash
memory card (ATA
Flash)

64 MB (or larger)
"CFI-***MBA" made by HAGIWARA sys-com.
"SDCFBI-**-****" made by SUN DISK.

Vision Device

Any that works with FS100 controller

MotoSight version

4.5.0 or higher

About This Document
This manual is intended as an introduction and overview for personnel
who are familiar with the operation of their Motoman robot model, Cognex
In-Sight vision devices, Cognex EasyBuilder® vision tools, and robot
programming.
This User’s Manual provides a description of functionality, usage
instructions, as well as application examples for the MotoSight™ 2D
system. For detailed information on specific system components listed in
this document, please refer to the documentation package included with
your system.

NOTE

This manual documents a standard Motoman system. If
your system is custom or modified, please use this manual
in conjunction with the drawings, schematics, and parts
listing (Bill of Material) for your specific system. The
drawings, schematics, and parts listing are included in the
documentation package supplied with your Motoman
system.
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This manual contains the following sections:
Section 1 – Introduction
Provides general information about the MotoSight™ 2D system, a list of
reference documents, and customer support contact information.
Section 2 – Installation and Setup
Provides installation procedures for the MotoSight™ 2D system.
Section 3 – Understanding the Pendant Vision Interface
Provides an overview of the MotoSight™ 2D pendant interface.
Section 4 – Operation
Provides an overview of MotoSight™ 2D system operation, including startup, loading, normal operations, fault recovery, and system shutdown.
Section 5 – Maintenance/Troubleshooting
Provides preventive maintenance requirements for certain components of
the MotoSight™ 2D system.
1.2.1

Major Components
The MotoSight™ 2D system includes the following major components:
• Cognex In-Sight® IMAGE Sensor
• Cognex EasyBuilder® Software (version 4.5 and higher)
• Yaskawa MotoSight (version 4.5.0 or higher)
• Yaskawa MotoSight™ 2D pendant application
• Motoman manipulator
• One controller assembly
• One Programming Pendant (located on the controller)

1.2.2

Optional Equipment
The following optional equipment is available for use with the MotoSight™
2D system:
• MotoEIP
• Anybus
• ComArc™ (seam tracking)
• Cognex VisionView®
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Reference Documentation
For additional information on individual components of the MotoSight™ 2D
system, refer to table 1-3 for various documentation that is included with
your system:
Table 1-3: Reference Documentation
Manual Description

DX100 P/N

FS100 P/N

Motoman Manipulator Manual

Varies

Motoman Operator's Manual for your
Application

Varies

Vendor manuals not manufactured by
Motoman

N/A

Motoman Controller Manual

155494-1CD

159550-1CD

Motoman Maintenance Manual

155492-1CD

159645-1CD

Motoman Concurrent I/O Manual

155491-1CD

160621-1CD

Motoman Macro Command Function Manual

156439-1CD

159656-1CD

Motoman INFORM User’s Manual

155493-1CD

159549-1CD

Motoman Relative Job Function Manual

156191-1CD

159659-1CD
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Customer Support Information
If you need assistance with any aspect of your MotoSight™ 2D system,
please contact Yaskawa Customer Support at the following 24-hour
telephone number:
(937) 847-3200
For routine technical inquiries, you can also contact Yaskawa Customer
Support at the following e-mail address:

techsupport@motoman.com

When using e-mail to contact Yaskawa Customer Support, please provide
a detailed description of your issue, along with complete contact
information. Please allow approximately 24 to 36 hours for a response to
your inquiry.

NOTE

Please use e-mail for routine inquiries only. If you have an
urgent or emergency need for service, replacement parts,
or information, you must contact Motoman Customer
Support at the telephone number shown above.

Please have the following information ready before you call:
• System

MotoSight™ 2D EasyBuilder Edition®

• Robots

HP165, HP20, etc.

• Primary Application

Select {MAIN MENU} > {SYSTEM INFO}
> {VERSION} - APPLI:

• Controller

DX100 or FS100

• Software Version

Select {MAIN MENU} > {SYSTEM INFO}
> {VERSION} - SYSTEM:

• Robot Serial Number

Located on a data plate on the rear of
each robot arm

• Robot Sales Order
Number

Located on a data plate on the front door
of the controller
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Installation and Setup
The customer is responsible for supplying and installing the pc, camera,
and Cognex In-Sight software. Refer to the Cognex In-Sight vendor
documentation for complete installation instructions for camera sensor
and equipment.
Table 2-1: Hardware Requirements for In-Sight Micro
Equipment

Number

Cognex In-Sight camera

1

Personal Computer

1

Ethernet Hub

1

Robot Controller

1

Ethernet Cable (straight)

1

EuroFast Cable (In-Sight only)

1

Fig. 2-1: Basic Equipment Connections
MOTOMAN® ROBOT
CONTROLLER
NX100/
TYPE

ERCR-

POWER!SUPPLY

480V

50/60Hz

3PHASE

INTERRUPT!CURRENT

kVA
kA

SERIAL!No.
DATE

MADE!IN!JAPAN

NJ2533-1

NJ1530

WARNING:
DISCONNECT AND LOCKOUT
MAIN POWER BEFORE
SERVICING

PENDANT
PENDANT
CONNECTION
(CN-105)

PCU
CN-105
CN-104

ETHERNET
CONNECTION
(CN-104)

ETHERNET
HUB
POE

(EuroFast
Cable)

USER SUPPLIED
COMPUTER
(Ethernet Cable)
Note: PC can be
removed after setup.

COGNEX CAMERA
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PC Setup
Refer to your pc vendor documentation for installation instructions.

2.1.1

Setting IP Addresses
The IP addresses for the DX100 controller and FS100 controller are as
shown in table 2-2: and table 2-3
Table 2-2: DX100 Controller IP Addresses
IP Address

Default Values

Allowable Range

Robot

192.168.255.1

Any valid IP address other than 10.0.0.x.

Camera

192.168.255.99

Any IP address that puts the camera in
the same subnet address space.

Computer

192.168.255.20

Any IP address that puts the computer in
the same subnet address space.

Subnet Mask

255.255.255.0

Always set to 255.255.255.0.

Table 2-3: FS100 Controller IP Addresses
IP Address

Default Values

Allowable Range

Robot

10.0.0.2

Any valid IP addressa).

Camera

10.0.0.99

Any IP address that puts the camera in
the same subnet address space.

Computer

10.0.0.20

Any IP address that puts the computer in
the same subnet address space.

Subnet Mask

255.255.255.0

Always set to 255.255.255.0.

a Changing the IP address of the FS100 controller to an address outside the
10.0.0.x address range requires that the pendant address also be changed to
stay within the subnet mask.
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Configure Network Settings
1. Open Network Connections in Control Panel. {Start} > {Settings} >
{Control Panel} > {Network Connections}.
2. From the Network Connections window, right-click on the desired
connection (typically Local Area Connection) and select Properties.
The Local Area Connection Properties window appears.
Fig. 2-2: Local Area Connection Properties Window

3. From the General tab, highlight Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) from the
“This connection uses the following items:” list and click on the
Properties button. The Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) Properties window
appears.
Fig. 2-3: IP Address Settings
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4. Select the [Use the following IP address] radio button. Set the IP
address and subnet mask so that they are on the same network as the
robot and camera(s).

NOTE

The IP addresses for the PC, robot controller and In-Sight
camera are all set on the same network.

5. Select the [Use the following DNS server addresses:] radio button.
Leave both addresses blank.
Preferred DNS server: Leave blank
Alternate DNS server: Leave blank
6. Click [OK] and close all open windows.

2.2

Cognex In-Sight Software Setup
The following instructions are based on In-Sight Explorer ver. 4.5.

2.2.1

Install Software
Install the Cognex In-Sight Explorer software. Refer to Cognex
documentation for PC requirements and detailed instructions.

NOTE

2.2.2

Cognex In-Sight Explorer software can be downloaded from
the Cognex website. (www.cognex.com)

First Time Use
Start the In-Sight Explorer program from the PC.
When running the In-Sight Explorer 4.5.0 software for the first time, you
may receive the following warning:
Fig. 2-4: Warning! Camera Not Found

If you receive this warning, modify the IP address of the camera as
described below. If no warnings appear and the camera is found, verify
the IP address of the camera as described in section 2.2.2.2 "Verifying IP
Address".
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2.2.2.1Modify Camera IP Address
1. Locate the camera, select {System} > {Add Sensor/Device To
Network…} from the menu. The ‘Add Sensor/Device to Network’
window appears.
Fig. 2-5: Add Sensor/Device to Network Window

2. Select a camera from the list and modify the network settings including
IP address and Subnet Mask to match the settings shown.
3. Click [Apply]. A message box appears stating that network settings will
be changed and existing communications with the device will be
broken.
4. Click [OK]. A message box appears stating that the “Network settings
are changed successfully.”
5. Click [OK].
6. Click the [Close] button on the “Add Sensor/Device to Network”
window.

NOTE

If the IP address is changed, In-Sight Explorer may need to
be closed and the In-Sight Micro may need to be manually
powered down and back up and In-Sight Explorer restarted
before the new IP address is correctly recognized.
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2.2.2.2Verifying IP Address
1. To verify the IP address, select the camera host name from the INSight Network window and select {Sensor} > {Network Settings...} from
the menu. The Network Settings window appears.
Fig. 2-6: Network Settings Window

2. Verify the IP address and Subnet Mask. If they need to be changed,
type in the correct information and click [OK].
3. If necessary, click [Yes] in the message box that appears stating that
the camera must be rebooted.

NOTE

If the IP address is changed, In-Sight Explorer may need to
be closed and the In-Sight Micro may need to be manually
powered down and back up and In-Sight Explorer restarted
before the new IP address is correctly recognized.

2.2.2.3Loading the Camera Job
1. Make sure In-Sight Explorer is in EasyBuilder mode. Select {Get
Connected} from the menu. Select the camera job and click [Connect].
2. Select the {Open Job} menu icon and load the Motoman template
supplied with your system.
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Calibration for Cameras with Pat Max
To use the vision results for part correction, the camera and robot must
have a common point of reference. The normal position result unit for a
processed image is in "pixels". The number of pixels within the field of
view (FOV) is a fixed number based on the camera. As the field of view is
expanded the amount of area each pixel represents also expands. The
Cognex software includes a calibration command that allows the user to
set the linear length for each pixel.

NOTE

Once this calibration is completed, if the distance the camera is from the part changes (working distance) the calibration changes and is no longer valid.

By creating a robot user frame on the calibration grid, the real world
results from the camera are also in terms relevant to the robot world. You
must create a user frame on the calibration sheet used.
To calibrate the vision system proceed as follows:
2.3.1

Modify TCP for Teaching User Frame
A user frame must be defined for the calibration grid. If calibration grid
positions cannot be reached using the defined tool TCP, a modified TCP
can be used to program the user frame for the calibration grid. If required,
a threaded pointer can be created and attached to the tool to help extend
the TCP, and the robot tool data modified to reflect this change.
1. Create a threaded pointer of a known length to extend the TCP.
2. From the programming pendant, select [ROBOT] under the main
menu.
3. Select [TOOL]. The TOOL COORDINATE window appears.
4. Select the desired tool number using the arrow key and press Select.
The TOOL window appears
5. Modify the Z-axis tool data to match the extended TCP pointer and
press [Enter].

WARNING
The extended TCP gripper pointer must be removed and robot tool
data corrected before normal operation. Failure to remove the pointer
and adjust robot tool data can cause a robot crash or damage to other
system components.
2.3.2

Camera Calibration
1. Create an accurate TCP (Tool Control Point) for the End of Arm
Tooling (EOAT). This should be a pointer, or a corner of the gripper.
Refer to section “Tool Calibration” of the controller manual for more
information.
2. Position the camera above the work area at the appropriate height to
achieve the required field of view.
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3. Create a fiducial grid of dots appropriate for the camera field of view. A
grid of dots can be printed from the calibration wizard within the Easy
Builder software. See image below.
4. Perform an EasyBuilder grid calibration for the camera. Be sure the
camera is properly focused. Refer to EasyBuilder documentation.

The calibration grid must be completely visible within the
teach pendant field of view.

NOTE

5. If the camera is mounted on the robot arm, teach the robot position/
height above the calibration grid using the teach pendant. All vision
actions must be performed at this calibrated height to ensure correct
pixel to distance conversion.
6. Create a user coordinate system for the calibration grid used in step 2.
Refer to “User Coordinate Setting” of the Controller manual for more
information.
• Follow the axis orientation direction as indicated on the calibration
sheet
• The origin of the user coordinate must be the center of the calibration
grid.
Fig. 2-7: Calibration Grid

USER COORDINATE
Y-AXIS (XY)

USER COORDINATE
ORIGIN

USER COORDINATE
X-AXIS (XX)

7. Return robot to calibration position recorded in step 5.
8. If the camera is mounted to the EOAT of the robot, select the job to set
the camera TCP as follows, otherwise skip steps 8-10.
a)

Select {JOB} under the main menu.

b)

Select {SELECT JOB}. The JOB LIST window appears.

c)

Select the “TOOL” job from the list.
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The “TOOL” job appears in the “JOB CONTENT” window.
Modify the job as noted below.
Table 2-4: Job Content
Modifications
000
001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010
011

NOP
SET LB000 9
Change this to the tool number for the camera
SET LB001
Change this to the UF created in Step 4
MOVJ VJ=20.00 PL=0
Teach this as the calibration position
GETTOOL LP000 TL#(LB000)
SUB LP000 LP000
SETTOOL TL#(LB000) LP000
GETS LPX000 $PX000
CNVRT LPX000 LPX000 UF#(LB001) TL#(LB000)
INVMAT LP000 LP000
SETTOOL TL#(LB000) LP000
END

9. Run the “TOOL” job.
10. Verify the Camera TCP.
a)

Press [COORD] button to select the tool coordinate.

b)

Press the [SHIFT] + [COORD] buttons (both should be held
at the same time).

c)

Cursor to the tool number set in LB000 in the “TOOL” job.

d)

Go to live video mode on the EasyBuilder software (refer to
EasyBuilder instructions).

e)

Rotate the camera using the Rz, Rx, and Ry keys.
The camera display should remain in focus and the display
should rotate about the origin point.

For your reference, record values here:
Table 2-5: Calibration Values
Camera TCP #
User Frame for Cal. Grid
EOAT TCP #

2.4

Calibration for Cameras without PatMax
To calibrate the vision system proceed as follows:
1. Create a TCP (Tool Calibration Point) for the End of Arm Tooling
(EOAT). This should be a pointer, or a corner of the gripper. Refer to
section 8.3.2 “Tool Calibration” of the DX100 controller manual for
more information.
2. Create a calibration target. The target should be a black rectangle on a
white background, sized so that the entire rectangle is visible in the
camera field of view. See image below.
3. Perform the EasyBuilder calibration “scale” method.
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4. If the camera is mounted on the robot arm, teach the robot position/
height above the calibration grid using the teach pendant. All vision
actions must be performed at this calibrated height to ensure correct
pixel to distance conversion.
5. Create a user coordinate for the calibration target used in step 2. Refer
to “User Coordinate Setting” of the controller manual for more
information.
6. The “X” direction of the user frame should be the shortest calibration
target dimension.
7. If the camera is mounted to the EOAT of the robot, adjust the User
Coordinate created in Step 5 to align with the camera field of view.
Otherwise, skip steps 7-10. See supplement below.

Creating an EasyBuilder job is one way to align the User
Coordinate with the camera field of view.
Use two edge tools to locate side “a” and side “b”. Then, use
an intersection tool between these sides. The EasyBuilder
software returns results in line with the X and Y offset from
the origin of the camera. These values are in mm based on
the calibration from step 3. The difference between the calibration rectangle and the return value is the amount the
robot position should be shifted to align the corner of the
rectangle with the corner of the field of view. Add an angle
tool to verify that the calibration rectangle is aligned with the
camera field of view.

SUPPLEMENT

8. If the camera is mounted to the EOAT of the robot, select the “TOOL”
job to set the camera TCP as follows, otherwise skip steps 9-11.
a)

Select {JOB} under the main menu.

b)

Select {SELECT JOB}. The JOB LIST window appears.

c)

Select the “TOOL” job from the list.
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The “TOOL” job appears in the “JOB CONTENT” window.
Modify the job as noted below.
Table 2-6: Job Content
Modifications
000
001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010
011

NOP
SET LB000 9
Change this to the tool number for the camera
SET LB001
Change this to the UF created in Step 4
MOVJ VJ=20.00 PL=0
Teach this as the calibration position
GETTOOL LP000 TL#(LB000)
SUB LP000 LP000
SETTOOL TL#(LB000) LP000
GETS LPX000 $PX000
CNVRT LPX000 LPX000 UF#(LB001) TL#(LB000)
INVMAT LP000 LP000
SETTOOL TL#(LB000) LP000
END

9. Run the “TOOL” job.
10. Verify the Camera TCP.
a)

Press [COORD] button to select the tool coordinate.

b)

Press the [SHIFT] + [COORD] buttons (both should be held
at the same time).

c)

Cursor to the tool number set in LB000 in the “TOOL” job.

d)

Go to live video mode on the EasyBuilder software (refer to
EasyBuilder instructions).

e)

Rotate the camera using the Rz, Rx, and Ry keys.
The camera display should remain in focus and the display
should rotate about a fixed point.

For your reference, record values here:
Table 2-7: Calibration Values
Camera TCP #
User Frame for Cal. Grid
EOAT TCP #
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Understanding the Pendant Vision Interface
MotoSight™ 2D features an easy to use graphic interface. The various
screens, fields, and buttons are described below.

3.1

Main Screen
Figure 3-1: Main Screen



File Menu
Selecting [Exit] from the File menu shuts down the MotoSight™ 2D
pendant application.



Edit Menu
• Selecting [Display Graphics] from the Edit menu allows you to toggle
the graphics overlay ON or OFF.
• Toggling the [Display Sort Order] selection enables or disables the
display of the sort order graphics.



Help
Selecting [About] from the Help menu allows you to view version and
copyright information.



Camera Menu
The camera drop down menu allows you to select the camera you wish to
view. MotoSight™ 2D supports up to 4 cameras.



Last Inspection Window
The Last Inspection window visually depicts the input job status value sent
by the camera. The pass/fail value is setup in the Settings tab.



[Online Toggle] Button
The [Online Toggle] button toggles the camera ON or OFF line.
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[Auto Show] Check Box
Checking the Auto Show check box displays the latest image captures as
they occur for the selected camera only. All stored image captures are
displayed when Auto Show is un-checked.



[Refresh] Button
The [Refresh] button refreshes the list of image captures currently loaded
on the CF card. This can be useful when you have inserted a new CF
card. To show all image captures for every camera, un-check the Auto
Show check box.



Current Camera Job
The Current Camera Job window displays the job being currently run by
the camera.
The display window shows all camera jobs currently available.



[Save As] Button
The [Save As] button allows you to save an alternate version of the
current job file with a different name and location.



[Load] Button
The [Load] button uploads the selected camera job to the camera.



[Refresh] Button
The [Refresh] button refreshes the list of jobs loaded in the camera.



[Trigger] Button
The [Trigger] button manually activates the camera.



[I/O/Setup] Button (Section 3.2 "I/O / Setup")
Pressing the [I/O/Setup] button opens the I/O Setup screen.



[Detail View] Button (Section 3.3 "Detail View")
The [Detail View] button provides detailed status information for each
Cognex EasyBuilder tool that has been loaded into the selected camera.



[Assign Results] Button (Section 3.4 "Assign Results")
Pressing the [Assign Results] button opens the tool assignment form.



[Minimize]
The [Minimize] button collapses the MotoSight™ 2D application. To
restore, select the MotoSight™ 2D application from the PP Application
menu.



[Exit]
Shuts down the MotoSight™ 2D application.
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I/O / Setup
Figure 3-2: I/O / Setup



Position Data
The Position Data area allows you to view both the camera and robot
coordinates. Robot coordinates can be viewed in either Cartesian
coordinates or servo pulse counts using the radio buttons.



[Return] button
The [Return] button closes the I/O / Setup window and returns to the main
screen.

3.2.1

Camera Tab
Figure 3-3: Camera Tab
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Camera Settings
The camera settings tab allows you to set camera exposure time. Image
exposure time is displayed in milliseconds. Smaller numbers reduce the
blurring of an object in motion. Larger numbers allows more light on the
imaging sensor.

NOTE

Exposure is disabled if Auto Exposure is enabled. The
exposure time is rounded down to the next valid increment
for the specified sensor.

Auto Exposure
The Auto Exposure dropdown menu specifies whether the exposure time
is automatically set or not. When enabled, the exposure is automatically
adjusted to compensate for different lighting conditions.

NOTE

The Automatic Exposure parameter is supported on the
In-Sight 3400, on all In-Sight 5000 series sensors, and on
all In-Sight Micro vision systems.

Disabled

Disables the Automatic Exposure option.

Continuous

Exposure time is automatically adjusted after
every acquisition to compensate for different
lighting conditions.

NOTE

Selecting Continuous mode will increase the time between
acquisitions.

One-shot

First Acquisition: If the sensor is offline, the first
acquisition is used to determine the exposure.
This exposure value is stored until One-shot is
disabled. If no acquisition occurs while the
sensor is offline, the first acquisition after the
sensor is placed online is used to determine
exposure.
Subsequent Acquisitions: Images are acquired
using the exposure values calculated with the
first acquisition.

NOTE

Toggling the Single-shot selection, or selecting a different
Auto Exposure Mode, resets the exposure value. The first
acquisition, after the exposure value has been reset, is
used to determine a new exposure value.

Max Exposure
Specifies the maximum exposure time used when determining the proper
exposure. Max Exposure is only available with the Continuous and Oneshot Auto Exposure settings.
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Target Brightness
Specifies the desired brightness level (0 to 100). Target Brightness is only
available with the Continuous and One-shot Auto Exposure settings.
Manual Exposure Time
Sets the exposure time in milliseconds when Auto Exposure is disabled.
3.2.2

IO/Var Tab
The IO/Var tab allows you to monitor and change I/O and variable values.
Fig. 3-4: IO/Var tab

To monitor I/O, proceed as follows:
1. Select the I/O type from the dropdown menu (Universal Input,
Universal Output, etc). Up to four I/O values can be monitored at a
time.
2. Enter the I/O number. The state of the I/O is depicted using the green
LED.
It is possible to force I/O ON or OFF using the Force On/Off buttons.
I/O groups and variables can also be monitored from the I/O Tab. To
monitor I/O groups and variables, proceed as follows:
1. Select the type from the dropdown menu (Output Group, B-Variable,
etc). Up to four I/O groups and variables can be monitored at a time.
2. Enter the index number. The value appears in the window.
It is possible to directly input values into a variable or group. To manually
enter a value into a variable or group, proceed as follows:
1. Press [Edit].
2. Enter the desired value.
3. Press the [Commit Edits] button.


Display Format
The I/O and variable data can be displayed as decimal, hexadecimal, and
binary using the Display Format buttons.
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Position Variable Tab
The Pos Var tab allows you to monitor Position variables. To begin
monitoring P-variables, proceed as follows:
1. Select the variable type from the dropdown menu.
2. Enter the desired index value.
The robot position data is determined by the Settings tab.
Fig. 3-5: Position Variable Tab

3.3

Detail View
The Detail View screen provides a list of each supported Cognex
EasyBuilder tool that has been loaded into the selected camera along with
detailed status information. Tool settings can be changed by selecting the
tool and making the desired changes in the Settings area.
Fig. 3-6: Detail View
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Assign Results
The Assign Results screen is used to assign supported Cognex
EasyBuilder tool results to robot I/O variables. Available tool results are
listed in the left window. When a tool result is selected, the appropriate
robot variables are listed in the Available Robot Variables window. Once
the desired robot variable is selected to store the vision tool results,
pressing the [>>] button loads the vision tool name and variable
information into the selected robot variable and is added to the
Assignment List.
Fig. 3-7: Assign Results
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Operation
This section provides a general outline of the operating procedures for
your MotoSight™ 2D system. For more detailed operating information,
refer to the specific component manuals that are part of the MotoSight™
2D system documentation package (see Section 1.3).
Fig. 4-1: Outline of Operations

Determine camera
settings based on
the part

Create user
frame on
calibration grid

Calibrate
camera
with In-Sight
procedure

Remove
calibration grid
and place part

Adjust robot
height for
working
distance

Create vision
program

Allocate robot
variables using
MotoSight 2D
pendant
application

Teach robot
program

Convert
robot path to
relative job

Test Job
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Overview
Vision systems process images using "tools" created in the vision
program. These vision tools can perform a variety of functions, such as;
counting the number of parts, locating a part in the field of view (FOV),
measuring a part, counting specified features on a part, as well as many
other functions. Once a vision program (referred to as a "job" by Cognex)
has processed an image, it creates a result value for each function in the
job. Start each new vision job using the default MS2D template. The
template allows the vision tool reults to be available for assignment to the
robot variables. If a new vision job is started from scratch without using the
MS2D template, the robot will not be able to interface with that camera
job.
When setting up the robot program to use the camera job results, the
programmer determines which result values the robot will use. The
programmer must also designate where these result values are to be
stored in robot memory. The result values can be stored in several
different types of robot variables depending on the type and use. Refer to
the Yaskawa Operator’s manual shipped with your system for more
information on robot variable types. The MotoSight™ 2D pendent
application is used to assign the supported Cognex result values to the
selected robot variables. Once assigned, the camera result values are
transferred to the robot variables and can now be used in various robot
jobs for counting, part inspections, and path correction.

4.2

Macro Commands
The macro command function registers a prepared job as a macro
command and then carries out the job using the macro command
instruction. Users can create macro commands using the INFORM
programming language. Macro commands can be used in the same way
as other instructions. For more information, refer to the instructions for
Macro Command Function.
Yaskawa has provided several optional macro jobs to help set up and use
the MotoSight™ 2D function. These jobs can be added to a robot program
to set up and use the data returned from the camera, provide a method of
job change, and control different inspections in a particular camera job.
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INSPECT Instruction
The INSPECT macro is used to trigger an inspection using the specified
camera. The arguments for this macro allow the user to control the
behavior of the system if the inspection fails to find an object.

4.2.1.1

Format
Fig. 4-2: Detail Edit View

INSPECT

CAM_#=1

RETRIES=0

RT_DEL=0

DISABLE=0









 Set the "CAMERA NUMBER" argument to the index of the camera to
be used for this inspection. Setting range is 1 - 4
 Set the "# OF RETRIES" argument to number of times to trigger
another inspection if the previous inspection failed to find an object.
Setting range is 0 to 255.
 Set the "RETRY DELAY" argument to the time in milliseconds the
robot should wait before executing a retry. This time is only used if a
retry is specified. Setting range is 0 to 32767. (32.767 seconds)
 Set the "DISABLE ALARM" argument to a zero to allow the macro to
generate an alarm if an object is not found. This alarm will stop the
robot. A setting of one will disable the alarm in the macro. If the
alarm is disabled then the programmer must handle the vision alarm
after the macro call. Disable the alarm when you want the robot
program to continue when an object is not found. This argument will
only disable object not found alarms. Camera communication alarms
will be handled by the macro.

NOTE

To change argument values directly in the job, use the
cursor to highlight the command on the instruction side and
press the [SELECT] button. The command appears in the
buffer section of the pendent screen and the cursor can be
used to select the argument to modify.
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Camera Trigger Methods
The INSPECT instruction triggers and processes an image capture during
robot playback mode. However, there are several other ways that a
camera image can be triggered. If the camera is in "offline" mode and the
Cognex In-Sight Explorer software is active, the "trigger" button in the InSight Explorer software can be used. The operator can also initiate an
image to be saved using the trigger button in the MotoSight™ 2D pendent
application.

NOTE

4.2.2

When using a moving camera to search for a part, adjusting
the INSPECT instruction’s retry and retry delay settings can
be helpful to prevent camera error for “no part present.’

ADJUST
Creates a user defined coordinate system (User Frame) based upon
vision inspection results. The user frame created can be used to adjust
robot path.

4.2.2.1

Format
Fig. 4-3: Adjust Setting Screen

ADJUST

VIS_P#=1

CAM_TCP=1

F/M=0

MK_UF#=11

LOC_P#=10

PAUSE=0









5

6

(1) Set the "VISION RESULT(P)" argument to the index of the robot
position variable that contains the vision inspection results. This is
the same position variable that was assigned using the Assign
Results window from the robot teach pendant. See Section 3.4.
(2) If the camera is mounted to the 6th axis of the robot set the
"CAMERA TCP #" argument to the TCP number used for the
camera. This TCP is created during the calibration procedure. See
Section 2.3.2 . If you are using a fixed mounted camera this
argument is not used.
(3) If the camera is mounted to a stand or somewhere other than the 6th
axis of the robot then set the "FIXED/MOBILE CAM" argument to
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zero. If the camera is mounted to the 6th axis of the robot then the
setting should be a one.
(4) Set the "UF# TO CREATE" argument to the User Frame number you
wish to create. Setting this argument to zero will disable User Frame
creation.
(5) The Adjust macro will calculate the vision result location based upon
the robot Base Frame. This location is the origin of the User Frame
that is created. This is useful when inspecting larger objects with a
mobile camera. The user can collect multiple locations and create a
User Frame based upon those locations. Set the "VIS RESULTS BF"
to the index of the Position variable you wish to contain this location.
Setting this argument to a value greater than 127 will disable this
calculation.
(6) Set the "PAUSE" argument to a one in order to interrupt execution of
the macro after the User Frame is calculated. This is useful for setup and debug. Once execution is paused the user can manually
check the results or convert a pulse job to relative referencing the
user frame that was created. To resume normal operation set this
argument to zero.
4.2.3

SETGROUP Instruction
Transmits the group integer number to the camera.

4.2.3.1

Format
Fig. 4-4: Set Group Screen

GROUP

camera1


group1


(1) Set the "CAMERA NUMBER" argument to the index of the camera to
receive the group data. Setting range is 1 - 4.
(2) Set the "GROUP VALUE" argument to the integer value to be sent to
the camera. Setting Range is 0 - 32767. See Section A.1 for more
information regarding groups.
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SET_JOB Instruction
Changes the active vision job.

4.2.4.1

Format
Fig. 4-5: Set Job Edit Screen

SET_JOB

CAM_#=1

CAM_JOB=0

FORCE=1







(1) Set the "CAMERA NUMBER" argument to the index of the camera to
perform the job change. Setting range is 1 - 4.
(2) Set the "CAMERA JOB #" argument to the ID number of the job to
set as the active camera job.
(3) If the "CHANGE IF ACTIVE" argument is set to a zero then the vision
job will change will only occur if the requested job is different from the
active camera job. If the requested job is the same as the active
camera job no action will be taken. Set the "CHANGE IF ACTIVE"
argument to a one in order to force a job change if the active camera
job equals the requested job.
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Maintenance/Troubleshooting
This section includes a parameter list for the MotoSight™ 2D system.

5.1
5.1.1

Parameter List
Parameters
Table 5-1: Parameter List
Parameter

Initial
Settings

New
Settting

Content

S2C211

0

2

Language Level (expanded)

S2C231

0

1

Motion in FWD/BWD/TEST
Operation

S2C400

0

1

Enable User Alarms

S2C431

0

1

Multiple Tool

S2C541

1

0

Read/Write in Play Mode

S2C542

1

0

Read Write in Prohibit-Edit Mode

S2C688

2

3

BWD Motion

S3C1192

0

2000000

Max Set Tool Correction Amount

S1D229

1

0

User Variable Access Control

S1D233

1

0

Instruction Quick Execution

S1D305

0

5

Standard Priority MotoPlus Tasks

S1D306

0

5

High Priority MotoPlus Tasks

S1D307

3

25

Concurrent MotoPlus Tasks
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Appendix A

Tips & Tricks
The following chapter is intended to supplement the Cognex InSight
Easybuilder documentation. The following instructions are provided as
supplemental guidelines and tips to help the user gain a better
understanding of the system.

A.1

Cognex In-Sight Group Tool Example
Using the Group tool can help reduce process time when performing a
single inspection out of multiple inspections loaded in the vision job.
For this example, let’s assume our vision job contains five different
inspections. Each inspection is for a different part. If we only want to find
part one, the camera executes all five inspections. However, if we put the
five inspections into five separate groups, we can enable and execute only
one inspection. This will eliminate the time needed to process the other
five inspections.
We’ll start by setting up five inspections using tools from the Locate parts
tab of Easybuilder.

• Domino1
• Domino2
• Domino3
• Domino4
• Domino5
If we click the Trigger button, we can look at the lower right corner of the
displayed camera image to see that the processing time of the camera for
all of these inspections is approximately 770 to 780 ms.
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Now, lets add groups to see the difference.
1. From the Application Steps area, select Inspect Part.

The Add Tool box changes.
2. Click the [+] sign next to Geometry Tools to expand the set of vision
tools.

3. Select Group and click Add. The Edit Tool window appears.
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4. Select the Tool Enable window and set to Expression.

5. Select the Enable Expressions tab.
6. Expand the Mathematics set.
7. Expand the Logic set.
8. Double click IF. " IF”(appears in the Expression entry line.)
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9. Double click [Select]. "If(GROUP_SELECT.Select” appears in the
Expression entry line.

10. In the Expression entry line manually type " =1,1,0 " at the end of the
expression and press Enter.

=1 means that if the Integer set by the GROUP macro is 1 then….
,1,0 means Enable if true, disable if false.
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Now we will set one of the inspections to be in this group.
1. Select the Tool Group Tab.
2. Select the Inspection(s) you want to add to this group, and click Add.
The desired inspection moves from the left window list of available
items to the right window list of added items.

3. Now repeat the process 4 more times to create Groups 2,3,4, and 5.
Make sure when entering the Enabling Expression to use different values
after the = sign while keeping the last portion the same ",1,0".
Once all 5 Groups are created, your Palette should show:

Where before any groups were created it showed.

Click on the + signs to expand the groups to be able to see and edit your
original 5 inspections.
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If you double click the GROUP_SELECT tool in the Pallette an edit tool
opens that allows you to force the selection integer to desired values so
that you don't have to use the GROUP macro to enable Camera items
during setup. As you change the Select Integer value, you should see the
Pallette display highlight the items you forced active.
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Now lets see the camera's inspection times for each of the 5 inspections
when it only has to perform one at a time. Triggering with the Selection
Integer set at each of the 5 values yields.
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So individually the inspections run at 159 ms, 160 ms, 156 ms, 165 ms,
and 163 ms. All significant reductions from the 776 ms when it had to run
all the inspections every time.
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A.2

SET GROUP Macro
From the Groups Setup section, we entered an expression…. =1,1,0

So the Camera job is looking for the Integer passed to =1 in order to
enable that particular group.
Therefore, we need to use the SET GROUP macro to set the Integer to a
1 before we trigger an inspection. This is shown as the group # in the
following screenshot.

Now we have group 1 enabled in the camera job.
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A.3 SET_JOB macro

MotoSight™ 2D

A.3

SET_JOB macro
The SET_JOB macro performs a job change on the Cognex camera.
To use SET_JOB, first we will need to Save the job on the camera in the
correct naming format. The vision job must begin with a number. This Job
ID number is used to select that job. For this example we will use 7.
The SET_JOB macro performs a job change on the Cognex camera. To
use the SET_JOB
1. Modify the job name on the camera so that it begins with a number.
For this example we use number 7.

2. Then, from the Macro on the teach pendant, simply match the Integer
setting.
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A.4 INSPECT Macro
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A.4

INSPECT Macro
The INSPECT macro is used to trigger a camera inspection.
The macro arguments give us several configuration choices. The simplest
use of the macro is shown in the following screenshot. In this case, we set
the camera # to 1.

The remaining arguments can be used to set up automatic retries for
failed inspections, and to set alarms for camera errors.
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A.5 Adjust Macro
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A.5

Adjust Macro
As described previously in this manual the ADJUST macro creates a user
defined coordinate system (User Frame) based upon vision inspection
results. In order for the robot to correct its path the command positions
must be relative to the User Frame that is created. The robot path to be
adjusted should be contained within a separate job. This way the job can
be easily converted to relative. Please refer to the Relative Job Function
Manual for more information.
Once the vision inspection is configured, program the robot path in a
separate job. See the image below. The robot motion to be corrected by
the vision data is contained in the job named "PATH".
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Appendix ATips & Tricks
A.5 Adjust Macro
Once the robot path is programmed do not move the object to be
inspected. We need to locate the object with the vision system in the
same position that the robot path was programmed. To do this, return to
the job that contains the "ADJUST" macro, and move the robot to the
inspection position. Now change the ADJUST macro PAUSE argument to
a 1. See image below.

Enabling the PAUSE will stop robot execution once the User Frame is
created. This will allow the user to convert the robot path to a relative job
or check vision results. Execute the program. Make sure to trigger a new
inspection. Program execution will stop once the User Frame is created.
Convert the path job to a relative job referencing the same User Frame
that was created by the ADJUST macro (UF# TO CREATE argument).
Please refer to the Relative Job Function Manual (156191-1CD) for more
information. Now the robot path is relative to the User Frame created by
the vision inspection results. Each time a new inspection occurs the
ADJUST macro will create the User Frame for the new object location
thus "shifting" the robot path. Set the ADJUST macro PAUSE argument to
0 in order to disable the pause option.
If modifications to the robot path need to occur there is no need to convert
the job again. Set the ADJUST macro PAUSE argument to 1 in order to
enable the pause option. Execute the program ensuring that a new vision
inspection is performed. Program execution will stop once the User
Frame is created. Now the user can step through the robot path and
adjust/modify the path as needed. Set the ADJUST macro PAUSE
argument to 0 when finished.
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A.6 Additional Tips
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A.6

Additional Tips
• The Pendant Application is stored on the Pendant. If you swap
Pendants, you will have to reload the Pendant Application.
The DX job communication is handled by Motopro and will still be
functional, only the Pendant application is lost with a pendant swap.
• The first time the Pendant Application executes it asks for the camera
IP. At that time it creates a file on the CF card in the controller.
Initializing the controller does not get rid of this file. If you are setting
up Motosight 2D for the second time on the same controller, and are
not using the same camera IP, you may have to manually delete this
file, or edit the IP stored in the file.
• Do not delete the Group Select tool from the Default camera job.
• Motosight 2D is designed to work with Easybuilder. You can use the
spreadsheet to make edits, but be forewarned that you must be
careful with the spreadsheet side or you may break some of the
communications.
• Disconnecting and reconnecting with the PC can cause lost
communication with the jobs. Cycle the controller and camera to
re-establish.
• Be careful with job setup, especially if using groups. If you enable
group1, all of the other groups variables are set with the last active
values, not the current inspection data.
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